Dated: 11th December 2019

Subject: Technical Specification Update TCF v1.1 & v2.0 December 2019

Dear Vendors and CMPs,

Following review by IAB Europe the IAB Tech Lab GDPR Technical Working Group has published the following minor changes to the TCF v2.0 technical specifications.

Additionally global cookie support text has been added to TCF v1.1.

Please review the change logs and update your integrations accordingly.

**CMP API v2.md**
- Updated with reference to CMP List
- Updated macros to be upper case for consistency with other industry representations
- Added cmpStatus to be surfaced in both the API calls and the TCData object
- Fixed case in a reference to IABTCF_CmpSdkID

**Consent string and vendor list formats v2.md**
- Updated with global cookie support notes. Browser changes may require vendors and CMPs to change the attributes used in global cookies.
- Updated macros to be upper case for consistency with other industry representations

**Consent string and vendor list formats v1.1 Final.md**
- Updated to reflect global cookie support notes. Browser changes may require vendors and CMPs to change the attributes used in global cookies.

IAB Europe also announces the release of an update to the CMP Validator to include policy checks for TCF v2.0, which can be accessed using a button at the bottom of the tool. As CMPs and publishers implement TCF v2.0 the Validator checks will help them to ensure the user interface is compliant. You should all have access to the Validator but if for some reason you do not then please email tcf.compliance@iabeurope.eu.

Best wishes

The IAB Europe Team